Arizona's campaign to be the most bigoted state in the union was derailed when its governor, Jan Brewer, decided to veto legislation that would have allowed businesses, schools and religious groups to discriminate against LGBT people on religious grounds. Of course it was unconstitutional, which didn’t matter since the State Senate, dominated by far-right Republicans, overrode Brewer’s veto and the Governor had to sign the bill. It was overturned by the Supreme Court — and let’s face it, with the conservative Supreme Court currently tied 4-4, the Court’s majority may never be restored. If it is, Arizona would have given confidence not only to other states — similar bills have been introduced in at least 7 other states — but also to those who have hopes to replace Arizona’s current governor on appeal (where shall Harnage — but to backhanded rhetoric where last year and can not come in a person or campaign that’s not worth the effort.
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